
Dismissal Games 

Duck, Duck, Goose 

I wrote a letter – the kids sit in a circle and chant I wrote a letter to the Lord and on the way I 

dropped it, I dropped it once, I dropped it twice, I dropped it 3 times over, someone must have 

picked it up.. it wasn’t you, it wasn’t you, it wasn’t you, it was you. And the person who 

dropped the letter gets chased by the person who picked it up once around the circle until they 

can sit down. (a different version of duck, duck, goose.) 

Simon says 

1. Fruit Salad 

The Early Years Circle Time Game: Fruit Salad Game by Kidspot 

In a nutshell: This variation of Hot Seats is great for mixing children about before 

starting any other circle time games. 

All the players are divided into a few groups of fruits. A person in the middle calls out 

one of the fruits and tries to sit in an empty spot while the kids assigned that fruit have 

to get up quickly and swap places. If the person in the middle calls ‘fruit salad’, 

everyone has to change spots! 

 

2. Bug in a Rug 

The Early Years Circle Time Game: Bug in a Rug by KidFun 

In a nutshell: Choose one person to be a ‘guesser’ who goes over to the corner and 

covers their eyes and one to be the ‘bug’ that sits in the centre of the group, covered 

by a blanket. The kids in the circle chant ‘bug in a rug, bug in a rug, come and see the 

bug in a rug’ to call the guesser who has to guess who the bug is. 

What you need: 

• A Blanket 

 

3. Rhyme Songs 

The Early Years Circle Time Game: 15 Nursery Rhyme Songs by Famly 

https://www.kidspot.com.au/things-to-do/activity-articles/fruit-salad-game/news-story/0571e602980265ca682fcf2adef00706
http://kidfun.com.au/bug-in-a-rug/
https://famly.co/blog/inspiration/15-nursery-rhyme-songs/


In a nutshell: The constant repetition in the nursery rhyme songs is perfect for 

developing brains that are trying to keep a hold of vocabulary and learn to focus. 

What’s more, some of the 15 nursery rhyme songs listed come with a special little 

dance! 

What you need: 

• A musical instrument or a music player 

• Props for some of the songs 

 

4. Elephant Ball 

The Early Years Circle Time Game: Elephant Ball by Great Camp Games 

In a nutshell: Introduce a ball into your circle of little players standing with their legs 

spread. The goal is to have the ball go through the legs of other players by hitting it 

with both hands clasped. 

What you need: 

• A Foam Ball (or any other ball that isn’t bouncy) 

 

5. The Telephone Game 

The Early Years Circle Time Game: Chinese Whispers by Essential Kids 

In a nutshell: This is an oldie but a goodie – it never fails to cause lots of giggles! 

Come up with a simple sentence or ask one of your players to do so and write it down. 

Whisper the words into the ear of the first child and tell them to share it with the next 

one until it gets to the last child who gets to say the usually utterly different sentence 

out loud. 

You can use this activity to explore the alphabet by dedicating each round to a 

different letter, e.g. Angry Anna Ate Apples. 

What you need: 

• Pen 

• Paper 

 

  

http://greatgames.ca/ball-games/elephant-ball/
http://www.essentialkids.com.au/activities/parties/chinese-whispers-20111213-1oshf


6. Wake Up Mr Bear 

The Early Years Circle Time Game: Wake Up Mr Bear Game by Online Scout 

Manager 

In a nutshell: Have kids sit in a circle and choose one of them to be a bear that sits in 

the middle, guarding his honeypot and pretending to be asleep. Next, choose one 

person to steal the honey while others sing ‘Isn’t it funny that a bear likes honey. Buzz 

Buzz Buzz. I wonder why he does. Wake up Mr Bear.’ The bear then wakes up and 

chases the thief round the circle – if they get caught they become the bear in the next 

turn. 

What you need: 

• An Unbreakable Honey Pot (or something to mimic it) 

 

7. Honey Bear 

The Early Years Circle Time Game: Honey Bear by Action Songs for Young 

Children 

In a nutshell: This variation of ‘Wake Up Mr Bear’ is more suitable for younger kids. 

When the bear wakes up, everyone keeps their hands behind themselves. The bear 

gets to go around the circle and ask everyone if they had the honey and each player 

shows their hands to prove they do not. These sort of circle time games allow almost 

everyone to be involved and they’re great for practising turn taking. 

Originally, the bear guards a honey pot but try using bells – they add the excitement 

of trying to keep still and quiet! 

What you need: 

• A Honeypot (or bells) 

 

8. Pass the Movement 

The Early Years Circle Time Game: Pass the Movement by PreK and K Sharing 

In a nutshell: Remember the telephone game? Well, this activity is just like that but 

you’ll be passing movements instead of words. 

https://www.onlinescoutmanager.co.uk/programme.php?action=view&id=12826
https://www.onlinescoutmanager.co.uk/programme.php?action=view&id=12826
http://actionsongsforyoungchildren.blogspot.com/2012/11/honey-bear.html
http://actionsongsforyoungchildren.blogspot.com/2012/11/honey-bear.html
http://prekandksharing.blogspot.com/2012/03/dancing-throughout-day-part-2-circle.html


Start with something rather easy like crossing your arms and let the movement travel 

around the circle. You can also make it a bit more difficult and ask the little ones to 

not only remember the previous movement but also add their own and create a 

sequence. 

As circle time games tend to be used quite often, keep the boredom away by replacing 

the movement with something else, like a melody on a simple instrument, a clap, a 

squeeze or a smile. 

 

9. I Packed My Bag 

The Early Years Circle Time Game: Going on a Trip – Memory Game for Kids by 

Kidspot 

In a nutshell: A classic childhood game many can probably still recall from long 

hours spent on a car trip. The first player says ‘I’m taking a trip and I am going to 

pack…’ and fills in the gap with anything they can think of. The next person has to 

repeat what they’ve just heard and add their own item. 

If it gets too complicated for the little ones, you can just change the rules so that 

everyone lists one object without repeating the previous ones. 

 

10. Colour Hunt 

The Early Years Circle Time Game: Colour Hunt Spinner by Craftulate 

In a nutshell: This game is a good opportunity to practice turn taking and attention 

skills. Take a colour spinner like the one from Twister or DIY using the instructions 

from the link above. Let each kid in the circle spin the arrow and find something in 

the room that matches the colour it shows. Make it a rule that the items should not be 

repeated so that the little players focus when others take their turns. 

What you need: 

• A Colour Spinner 

 

https://www.kidspot.com.au/things-to-do/activity-articles/going-on-a-trip-memory-game-for-kids/news-story/d41f88a629699d2d1944cbdaef3c7458?
https://www.kidspot.com.au/things-to-do/activity-articles/going-on-a-trip-memory-game-for-kids/news-story/d41f88a629699d2d1944cbdaef3c7458?
https://craftulate.com/colour-hunt-spinner/#_a5y_p=2347641

